## Production Records - World War I

### Folder #1
- Correspondence, telegrams, etc., re Eagle Boat construction

### Folder #2
- U. S. Navy correspondence re: Eagle Boat (Patrol Boat) contract
- Revised estimate of shipbuilding plant, River Rouge, Mich.
- Sept - Dec 1918
- Order and correspondence re: installation of motors in dories

### Folder #3
- U. S. Navy correspondence re: installation of motors in dories
- Contracts (or U. S. Navy purchase orders) for the installation of engines in motor dories. June 17, 1918
- Charles Peize (Vice-President, United States Shipping Board, Emergency Fleet Corp) letter to Judge E. B. Parker, Priorities Commissioner re conditions for agreement whereby Ford to complete plant to build submarine chasers for Navy...if Ford agrees not to employ labor from any ship yard in the vicinity, that they will not pay excess wages, etc. Aug 1, 1918
- Decision as to Wages, Hours and other Conditions in North Atlantic and Hudson River Shipyards, 4-6-1918

### Folder #4
- U. S. Navy Dept correspondence.
- Includes: Contract for appraisal and settlement for buildings, building slips and plant and other facilities used in connection with construction of patrol boats, etc.
- Contract correspondence
- Supplementary contract for additional plant in connection with construction of patrol boats
- Commander Bean correspondence Feb 1919
- Listing of some of the contracts in connection with operations.
- Miscellaneous letters and papers re contract

### Folder #5
- Cars Supplied American RED CROSS (This folder was empty at time of this inventory)

### Folder #6
- Eagle Boats...Supplementary contract re disposition of Building "B" in connection with construction of Patrol Boats 12-12-1919
- Signed by F. D. Roosevelt Acting Secretary of the Navy.

### Folder #7
- Liberty Motors...History and contract # 2129 (Folder empty)
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   Folder # 8
       Orders from Depot Quartermaster, Chicago

   Folder # 9
       History of motor transport contracts (folder empty at time of
           this inventory)
       Blueprints of Patrol Boat parts, etc.
       Tabulation of cost of Kearney job up to time of date the telegram
           was received stopping operation
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